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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

?RIP DMX"

The cover artist for this issue is also an artist who has 
that same spirit, ans that is MATES. A Michigan native 
who is fresh off his release of his new project 
"TooMuchNotEnough Vol 1". An album like no other that 
is sonically a masterpiece, as well as an emotional work 
of art that reminds us all why we fell in love with music. 
Check out the mag and all the great content we have in 
here for you all. Stay Global my Friends!

What?s up,

This is Rich Parrott IV, aka LA 
Rich. If you're reading this it 
means you've decided to 
check out the mag and its 
truly appreciated. To start this 
off it 's a must that I say rest in 
peace to the Darkman, DMX. 
A true legend who was one of 
a kind, who conquered the 
world through raw emotion, 
and transparency like no 
other. He will forever be 
missed and a true icon to the 
culture.



L'Rain -  Two Face

One of the hardest things to do in music, is bring a sound people have 

never heard before. With countless releases coming out daily, it makes it 

nearly impossible to hear something that?s fresh and new. As tough as it 

is, there are still some artists who are innovative enough to do that. 

Bringing new life to their music that you never knew you needed to 

hear.L?Rain has that innovative fresh sound on the new song ?Two Face?.

L?Rain makes a musical work of art on the new song ?Two Face?. This 

record gives you so many reasons to enjoy it, that it?s hard to focus on 

just one. The production delivers a creative sound like nothing else out 

there, as she shows how much room there is for the art of music to shine, 

with each piano key that pass. To make the music even more magical the 

vocal tone melts into the music, as you hear this match made in heaven 

work to perfection to deliver something truly must hear.

L?Rain?s ?Two Face? is a special piece of music that makes you appreciate 

hearing music again. With everything sounding so much alike, she brings 

her own unique sound that you must come to her to enjoy. This record 

will make a fan out of anyone who listens, with everything being done at a 

supreme level to showcase her incredible talent, and a sound you can?t go 

without.

connect  wit h l 'r ain on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/turrelljames/



kal i -  i j ust  wanna

An artist?s journey is most exciting when they?re on the rise. That energy 

to them and the music that?s bubbling, as you see them go for gold. 

When an artist has that feel you get invested in them in a real way, as you 

being the supporter feel that much apart of the journey. An artist who has 

that feel and promise is KALI with her latest release ?I Just Wanna?.

KALI continues to show promise and infinite potential on her new song ?I 

Just Wanna?. The art to her sound is what is most appealing, with a 

dream pop sound that takes you out of this world for an experience of 

music like no other. She has a stand out sound, and a stand out vocal 

tone that allows the listener to let their dreams run free, for this incredible 

work of art that delivers in every way.

KALI?s ?I Just Wanna? is a musical masterpiece that one listen will never 

be enough for. It all is done at a supreme level, and makes something for 

the world to enjoy, as we get familiar with the next big star in music 

called KALI. Her unlimited promise and appeal is what helps her shine, as 

she makes music beyond her years, for music that will be considered 

classic work.

CONNECT WITH kal i on INSTAGRAM

https://www.instagram.com/kaliflanagan/



super f l ush -  sat ur n

Some music is so good, you know what to say, and how you feel 

about it, but some music is so good that it?s beyond words. Those 

really special and creative records that are filled with endless 

possibilities, and make you leave you subjectivity of music at the 

door, and just fan out to the amazing music you?re hearing. Those 

records don?t come across often but when you hear it, you enjoy 

everything about it and thats how you will feel about 

SUPERFLUSH?s new song ?Saturn?.

SUPERFLUSH delivers an unforgettable display of music on the 

new song ?Saturn?. The record is beyond words, with so much 

creativity and innovation in one record, that you get lost in the 

music and hope to never return. The sound is pure magic and filled 

with bright lights that shines, with every note. The production isn?t 

the only incredible element, with a vocal performance that delivers 

the writing masterfully, to make it a ultra perfect record if there 

ever was one.

SUPERFLUSH?s?Saturn? is an out of this world that is important to 

the culture. This record shows the power of music, and how 

enjoyable it can be to discover music in a time, where you can fill 

like you?ve heard it all. They give their all to their craft and shines in 

the music with each part being done, to a stellar level to make 

something for the world to enjoy.

connect  wit h super f l ush on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/superflushmusic/



diving dame -  good l if e

Music is the easiest it?s ever been to consume. So many different 

outlets at our disposal to have our favorite tunes on demand, that it 

can take away from the magic that music entails. So much music you 

can forget how much fun it is to be fan of someone?s work, but an 

amazing record will always give you that fresh reminder and Diving 

Dame has that with their new song ?Good Life?.

Diving Dame brings an exciting sound to life on their new song ?Good 

Life?. The music is incredible and filled with bright energy that, makes 

you fan out to the big time sound that can brighten the darkest days. 

The writing tells the story to perfection, and the vocal tone has 

amazing appeal to make this a record you can see being used in films 

as well.

Diving Dame?s ?Good Life? is that music that will forever make music 

fun and fresh to enjoy. When you think you?ve heard it all, he gives you 

innovation like no other to give you a sound that transcends culture, 

with a worldwide appeal that will touch dreamers everywhere.

connect  wit h diving dame on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/diving.dame/



hauskey -  go wr ong

Music is at it?s best when you get to be a fan of the sounds. When 

the music feels goo to hear to the point, you don?t even think of it 

from a critic standpoint or the subjectivity of music, and just 

enjoy the feeling the music gives. Those feel good vibes is what 

keeps people going and Hauskey delivers all of the feel good 

vibes you can need on his new song ?Go Wrong?.

Hauskey delivers great music with a breeze on his first release of 

the year ?Go Wrong?. The music grabs you right away, as the 

sounds make you feel the sun on you, as you take in the vibes and 

enjoy the feel of the music. His tone is masterful and meshes 

with the music well, to make the listener feel that much better, as 

you relax to the record and take in the great story telling delivered 

in the writing to make the song even more enjoyable.

Hauskey's ?Go Wrong? is an amazing record that bring that 

excitement people run to music for. It all works together to make 

one cohesive amazing sound, that?s refreshing to hear as he 

makes the most selfless type of music one can make, the music 

that makes people want to enjoy life that much more..

connect  wit h hauskey on inst agr am 

https://www.instagram.com/hauskeymusic//



badl ands -  l et  go

When hearing new music, you always look to hear something fresh. As 

much as hearing new music present day can be more of the same 

that?s out, it?s always one of the most refreshing things to hear music 

that brings a sound, like you?ve never heard before. That?s the magic in 

Badlands new song ?Let Go?.

Badlands brings the listener to a new frontier on the new song ?Let 

Go?. The music sounds like a whole new world, filled with innovation 

and color that makes for an exciting listen for every second. The vocal 

tone brings a dreamy feel that melts in the music, and out the 

speakers to make it all work in its own divine way.

Badlands ?Let Go? is that innovative piece of art, that breathes fresh 

life into the world. They trust in their own sound to the fullest and it 

resonates to a supreme level on this record, that one listen isn?t close 

to being enough.

connect  wit h badl ands on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/badlandssounds//



dyl n -  box

The most selfless type of music is music that can make people feel 

good. Music that can touch the masses and make people feel good 

enough to do something with all of the great energy they feel from 

the record. That music is for the people and what people need 

during these times. The super talented DYLN gives you music you 

can rock to with her new release ?Box?.

DYLN makes an anthem for the dreamers on her new song ?Box?. 

It?s music that is entertaining, daring, and enjoyable as she put 

together a record that feels good to hear, as it?s laced with a 

creative sound and melodies that are pure magic. The sound is 

complimented by a great vocal performance and the inspiring lyrics, 

to make it all come together to make it that special must hear 

anthem.

DYLN?s ?Box? is an amazing record that shows the wonders the 

right music can do the spirit to get you through. It focuses on what 

the people need and gives all the good vibes it needs, to create a 

jam for the world to enjoy in every way.

connect  wit h dyl n on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/iamdyln/



hudi -  gol den

Most music fans have their select artists who are their go tos. Those 

artists who we get invested in, and are always looking for their new 

releases. As much as people have their go tos, we all are always 

looking for the next artists to dive into. That next artist who will be our 

favorites to listen to, and check out their content.Hudi is sure to be a 

fan favorite with his new song ?Golden?.

Hudi shows promise and unlimited appeal on his new song ?Golden?. 

The production sets the perfect tone, with a digestible sound that you 

can hear being played in any part of the world. His presence is 

undeniable with a melodic approach that?s the perfect blend of Pop, 

and Hip Hop that delivers the writing to perfection to make one 

cohesive amazing sound.

Hudi?s ?Golden? is a sure fire hit that everyone will love. It delivers in the 

audio, as well as the visuals to make it connect on every level. Hudi 

shines in every aspect of his craft, on this amazing record that will have 

people tuning in for time to come.

connect  wit h hudi on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/hudiconpollo/



pr oducer  spot l ight  -  
2scoops

To make a remix is to bring more life to a record. Adding extra 

elements, and redefining a sound, to make things that much better. 

That type of innovation you can hear in 2SCOOPS exciting remix to Tsu 

Nami?s ?Useless?. The music was so good we wanted to know more 

about the creative behind the music, and he was gracious enough to 

answer some questions for us. The Spotlight is on 2 SCOOPS.

connect  wit h 2scoops on inst agr am and 
t wit t er

https://www.instagram.com/its2scoops/

https:// twitter.com/its2scoops



Who is 2SCOOPS?

2SCOOPS is my freeform art/music project where I sort of make anything and everything that I want to make 

when ever I want to make it despite what ever the music scene and record labels want.

How did you get into producing?

Honestly.. I used to play in rock bands in middle school and high school which I would record. So naturally when I 

was introduced to electronic music, I already had an interest in recording music with a DAW, and quickly became 

obsessed with trying to learn sound design and other production methods that I would hear my favorite artists do 

on their records.

What production software do you use and why?

I use Ableton Live because when I was 12 I was stupid and thought that this midi controller I purchased was a 

synth. (haha) however, luckily for me, it came with a lite copy of Ableton Live 6 that I started to use to record my 

band with so I became used to using the software at an early age.

What?s your creative process for creating your remix for Tsu Nami?s ?Useless??

I found the original track a few months ago on Soundcloud just browsing through random artists and was kind of 

hooked on it. Eventually, when I decided to start to remix it, I didn?t want to ask Tsu Nami for the stems of the 

song or anything so I basically used an AI extraction site to sonically separate all of the instruments of the track, 

which worked surprisingly alright for me. I ended up cutting about 2 different versions, but neither of those were 

right, they were slower half time tracks but I felt like they didn?t HIT right. Finally I spent a day where I just kept 

stacking up chains and chains of processing onto this catchy vocal chop idea that I had started from one of the 

previous versions and then threw a four on the floor kick under it and it sounded unique enough that I really 

started to vibe with it.

What was your favorite project to work on?

This is a good question. I work on so many different projects and songs, it changes day by day. I personally really 

enjoy collaborating with people because that is what I believe music is really about, to a primal/biological level.

Which artist would you love to collab with and why?

This changes a lot for me to be honest.. I love collaborating with my friends on music because I honestly think 

my homies make the best music ever. But if I were to collab with someone who I do not know personally it would 

have to be Vanilla. Vanilla does really dope old school hip hop beats mixed with nostalgic jazz instrumental stuff. 

All cut from vinyl. Truly magical stuff and I would love to see what his process is like for that.

What?s next for 2SCOOPS?

Right now I?m just dropping this Tsu Nami remix! Would love for everyone to check it out. But other than that I?m 

diving deep into making abstract techno/house records. Planning to drop an EP of that stuff soon. So keep on 

the look out for that.



pr oducer  spot l ight  -  code 
el ekt r o

As much as music is audio, it?s very much visual as well. With music 

that?s so creative that the music creates a world around you, that you 

can see all the sounds come out in real life in a major way. That type 

of music is special and Code Elektro has that sound with his latest 

release ?N30n Live 2020?. The music is beyond impressive and we 

wanted to know more about this special creative. The Producer 

Spotlight is on Code Elektro.

connect  wit h code el ekt r o on t wit t er  
and inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/code_elektro/

https:// twitter.com/CodeElektro



Who is Code Elektro the Producer?

I write electronic music in the synthwave/ retrowave genre under the name Code Elektro. Dystopian 

Science Fiction Atmospheres, Neon Skylines and eternal Cyberpunk Nights with Acid Rain. That?s what 

Code Elektro sounds like. And now it?s live with a real band.

How did you get into producing?

I have been playing music all my life. And for 10 years or so I have been writing music for sync, 

commercials and TV. That way I built up my studio and then one day in 2014 I decided to release my 

own music (as Code Elektro).

What production software do you use and why?

I use Cubase Pro 10.5 on Macbook Pro. I really like Cubase. Cubase hits a sweet spot between pro 

audio editing/ recording and being creative.

What?s your creative process for creating ?N30n Live 2020??

I was going to play a live show earlier this year and I wanted to bring a live band with me. So I invited a 

drummer and guitarist to join ? and that was really awesome! The venue was packed, the audience 

loved the music and the drums and guitar gave it a badass groove that I couldn?t get if I only played 

from my laptop. Super fun!

Thankfully the show was recorded and I have just released my brand new single: N30n

What was your favorite project to work on?

Right now it is the live tracks and playing live. So much fun and a great opportunity to connect with the 

audience. I hope I can play a new concert soon again.

Which artist would you love to collab with and why?

There are so many awesome artists. But if I could name a few it would be Daft Punk, John Carpenter, 

Jean-Michel Jarre and Tangerine Dream.

What?s next for Code Elektro?

I?m working on my next release. Which also will be on vinyl. Super exciting 



U GIGS STREAM REVOLUTION

The best products are the ones that make the world better. The ones that fill a void for the people. 

COVID hit the world in a way none of us were prepared, especially the artist community. One of the 

biggest parts of a musicians craft and income is live performance. Giving the consumer a way to 

support, as well as experience the music to the fullest. With that being taken away, it has left a huge 

void that needs to be filled, and entrepreneur and musician, Claire Bennet has an answer with the new 

app, Ugigs.

Ugigs was developed pre COVID as an online community of artists and venues, to book each other 

directly. With the pandemic it forced them to either shelf the app, or find an innovative way to to keep 

things afloat. What they?ve done at Ugigs is make something for the time, that brings more life to the 

culture by making it a virtual experience that revolutionizes they way we experience live entertainment, 

by bringing live performances to anyone, anywhere in the world.

The app not only gives artists a platform to perform, but also generate revenue in many different ways 

including selling a live stream directly to their followers, to multiple venues once they are open, tips 

from their audience, as well as making the live stream downloadable after the performance for a fee, 

and this all takes place in this one app. With all that?s possible for the artist, they also will give venues 

a chance to create revenue regardless of social distancing, and regulations by live streaming concerts 

from their venue, directly to the consumer.

Ugigs stream makes it simple and easy for artists and even use everywhere to monetize on their live 

performances. They only take 10% of all transactions, and there is no requirement for subscriptions or 

contracts, leaving the only work for the artists and venue to do is download the app for free.

check out  t he ugig websit e and connect  wit h t hem on inst agr am
https://ugigsapps.com

https://www.instagram.com/u_gigs/





One thing there is not a shortage of 
is new artist, but something that is 
hard to find is an artist worth getting 
invested in. Countless reasons every 
day dropping, but not too much of it 
sounds cohesive. That lost art of 
making a great work of art is what 
makes MATES shine. When we heard 
his debut project 
"TooMuchNotEnough Vol 1" we heard 
something special. A raw emotion 
masterpiece that we feel, is what the 
culture has been missing. He not only 
made a work of art that is sonically 
amazing, but sounded like the next 
big thing music. Truly encompassing 
a Rockstar persona that gets you 
invested in the music and artist alike. 
MATES was gracious enough to take 
time to answer some questions for us 
about his latest effort.  Check out the 
interview and connect with him 
below. Stay Global my Friends!

t he new wave 
shines t hr ough 

mat es

connect  wit h mat es on 
t wit t er  and inst agr am

https://www.twitter.com/toomuchmates/

https://www.instagram.com/toomuchmates/



How has 2021 been for MATES?

2021 has been a breathe of fresh air for me, man. My life got pretty wild last year so it's nice to be able to 
refocus again. I've been chilling out here in London with my girlfriend, Irina and our new baby boy, Teddy. 
Ispend most of my days at the crib writing new stuff and only really leave to hit the studio or get some 
exercise.We're still on lockdown and it's pretty much the same over here as it is in America right now as far 
as restrictions go. Maybe a little more strict than Michigan, but pretty similar to L.A.As you know I just 
released my new album, TooMuchNotEnough, Vol. 1 so I've been busy promoting the project and getting 
the rest of the year planned out.

What's the biggest lesson you learned from 2020 that you'd like to apply to this year?

Stop waiting on other people. I'm running shit on my time, and that's the only type of time I'm on this 
year. I watched so many plans fall through and so many promises get broken throughout 2020. Artists 
recorded features for me just to go back on our original agreements, labels told me to wait for marketing 
budgets that were never happening, producers got me into deals just to not do their part, etc. I could go 
on for days. The worst part about it all was that it made me stagnant. Everything going on delayed me 
from dropping music and then that started to fuck with me creatively. It was just hard for me to make new 
music knowing that I already had previous projects done and ready to release. I realize now that it's never 
going to be the perfect time to drop so you might as well do it while you're still inspired.But you've gotta 
learn somehow and now I know how to maneuver this industry a lot better. But yeah, I really don't care 
who you are anymore, you can either catch me in stride or stay at your own pace.





What  inspired your  project  "TooMuchNot Enough Vol 1"? How did you know it  was t im e?

As Drake once said "That first love is the sweetest but that first cut is the deepest". I was fresh out of a three 
year relationship and really going through it. My ex and I had ended really bad too, shit was sad. To further 
paint the picture for you we broke up in the beginning of November so I was heading into another cold-ass 
Michigan winter but this time around I was also dealing with my first heartbreak.The only choice I really had 
was to write about how I was feeling.I spent that entire winter bouncing between my bedroom and the studio 
putting together TooMuchNotEnough, Vol. 1. Shoutout to my boy Gage Lane who recorded and Mixed the 
whole thing for me.

I love you this much, Ihate you this much.

I gave you too much, not enough it's not enough.

I'd die for the rush, see I don't no what I want.

Our love is a drug, I'm coming down so undone."

If you've listened to the album you'll have heard those lines repeated over the chorus of track 3 - 'Sam and 
Ronnie'. These lyrics really sum up the overall feeling I had while creating this project. I was living on a high, 
sometimes quite literally, and then I was experiencing the comedown.The flower towards the bottom of the 
album cover is my brand's logo, TooMuchNotEnough. That broken heart on the album cover is my best friend, 
Rossi's logo for his clothing brand 'Love's a Drug'. Both really act as metaphor's for the album in general.

It's not truthful to simply say I knew it was time - I knew it was overdue. TooMuchNotEnough, Vol. 1 actually 
should've dropped a year ago but it didn't for a few different reasons. First off, I had gotten caught up with a 
label during the early months of 2020 and they talked me into stalling on dropping the project for B.S. 
reasons I won't go into. I want to be clear though, I never signed with them, I was just working with their team. 
Then the pandemic happened and things really got crazy. I was living in L.A. at the time and my girlfriend, 
Irina had bought me a flight home for March 14th to see my family in Michigan for the first time in a year. 
This was right before the quarantine went into effect soI ended up basically getting stuck there. I was already 
anxious as hell only to find out less than a month later in April that Irina and I were expecting our first child. 
Then I went out to London in May to be with her and while I was out there I had a falling out with that same 
label. They were supposed to be my homies and offered me what my lawyer described as the 'worst record 
deal he had ever seen' so that kind of fucked with me amongst other issues we had. After staying out in the UK 
for almost two months I came back to L.A. and focused on getting my life back together. Then I came back out 
here to London in November, we had our son in December, and I was like this project cannot wait any longer 
to drop!





If there was one song that you feel captures the feel of the project the most, which song would it be?

I'd have to say the opening track 'If I Die Today It's a Holiday' for sure. It touches on all of the emotions and 
topics I dwell on throughout the rest of the project. Heartache, drug use, depression, rage, leaving small town 
Michigan for L.A., all that good stuff. The moment I heard that eery Lo-fi beat I knew it was the perfect match 
to my mindset at the time. The track's one of my personal favorites I've ever made for sure.

I also wanted to clear up what the song title meant too since a lot of people have asked. You know how after 
someone dies they'll get their own day dedicated to them? Well in a dark, twisted way that's how I was feeling 
at the moment. People are going to remember me for better or worse.

Has any of the feedback you've gotten caught you by surprise, or has everything fallen in line with 
your vision?

The biggest surprise for me has been how universally loved 'How I'm Coping' has become. I'd never made a 
song before that resonated with such a broad spectrum of people. What's funny is that this wasthe last song I 
recorded for TMNE Vol. 1 and I didn't even like it at first to be honest. It was also the first pop song I'd ever 
written so it really just started out with me challenging my own range as an artist - but that's what this project 
was all about. The fact that it's been so well received though is wild in retrospect. Don't get me wrong I 
dropped the track as a single because I thought people would like it but it's definitely exceeded my original 
expectations.

My vision for the track has only grown and nowadays I can see 'How I'm Coping' charting. For real, and I only 
say that because that's what the fans say. Shoutout to everybody who loves the track. I've got a music video in 
the works and plans to continue pushing the song heavy.If you're reading this, make a TikTok to the track, 
hashtag it #HowImCopingChallenge, DM it to me, and I'll ship you a free TooMuchNotEnough beanie, lol.

What can people expect in the future from you?

So I'm nearly finished with my next project 'From The D to London' which is going to be a UK Drill themed EP. 
figured since I've been living out here in London I should tap in with the local scene and make some magic 
while I'm still here. It's going to sound like a totally different Mates compared to TooMuchNotEnough, Vol. 1 
though. I'm trying to drop it this spring along with a few new music videos too of course. After that I'd like to 
drop two more projects throughout the rest of the year as well. Those are my plans for the near future but as 
for long term plans people can expect consistency. I made a promise to myself to put out a lot more music 
and drop more frequently going forward.
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